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Introduction
The Alfaguara (blue whale) project is oriented to promote the effective conservation
of blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus) in Chile, as well as the development of high quality
community-based fauna watching tourism.
Over the past eleven years, the Alfaguara Project has implemented bottom-up
strategies to promote the conservation of the rich biodiversity of its marine life including
fish, birds and marine mammal species.
Thanks to the cooperative work conducted by the local community, authorities and
Centro de Conservacion Cetacea, Puñihuil has become a pioneer destination of
sustainable community based tourism. It is the only tourist destination in Chile that has
adopted regulations for fauna watching.

The dedicated scientific research program on blue whales of the Alfaguara Project
has contributed important scientific information on the species, making it one of the best
known populations of blue whales in the southern hemisphere.
The Alfaguara project is conducted with the support of the Chilean Navy and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Chile. In 2014, the activities were conducted thanks to the
sponsorship of Global Greengrant Funds and Pacific Whale Foundation.
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Alfaguara Project 2014 Field Season
Between end of January and end of April 2014, the scientific research program of the
Alfaguara project conducted six marine surveys off Isla de Chiloe, southern Chile. No
surveys were conducted in April due to poor weather conditions. Thirty five groups of
blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus) comprising 44 individuals were recorded, as well as
one group of two humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) and one group of two
southern right whales (Eubalaena australis). This last sighting was very important since the
population of southern right whales in Chile is classified as Critically Endangered (IUCN)
since only less than 50 mature individuals remain in the south east Pacific.
In addition, we also conducted one aerial survey
with the support of the General Directorate of
Maritime Territory and Marine Merchant
(DIRECTEMAR) of the Chilean Navy. Due to bad
weather conditions the aerial survey was restricted
to the northern part of Los Lagos Region, leaving
most of the survey area without coverage. As a
result only one group of two adult blue whales
were recorded.
While the average number of blue whales
encountered during marine surveys in 2014 (1.2
individuals/hr) was slightly lower than in 2013 (2
ind/hr), it was considerable higher than in 2012,
where the lowest of the 11 years of monitoring was
recorded (0.3 ind/hr).
In addition, Isla de Chañaral, located in northern
Chile has been monitored for blue whale presence
in 2012 and 2013. However, in 2014 only about four
blue whale sightings were reported by local tour
operators during all the season (January to April)
and during an opportunistic marine survey
conducted by CCC in late April, only three fin
whales were recorded.
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Vessel Collision with Blue Whale

On February 2014, a dead blue whale was reported in Bahia de Puerto Montt to CCC
by Hernan Ascencio, a member of the National Marine Mammal Sighting Network. The
whale appeared near the coast line right after two large cruise vessels arrived to the port
that morning.
Due to sanitary/health concerns, the whale was towed a short distance offshore
from Pilluco by the Chilean Navy and released. However heavy wind conditions caused
the whale to strand again at Isla Maillen, 10 km south of Puerto Montt.
We attended the stranding on three occasions to examine the whale, collect samples,
record its measurements and take photographic records. The specimen was a 21m blue
whale male, its right flipper was broken near the midpoint and the left mandible was also
broken. Both fractures presented bone exposure. This evidence confirmed the whale died
because of blunt force trauma caused by a large vessel ship strike, probably from one of
the large cruise vessels.
After collecting blue whale samples and data, CCC coordinated the necessary
actions to net the carcass of the whale and sink its body near the coast in order to rescue
the skeleton in 2015 for scientific and educational purposes. This was a cooperative effort
conducted in conjunction with the Chilean Navy, the Municipality of Puerto Montt, the
National Fisheries Service and Oxxean maritime company.
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Recreational Carrying Capacity Study
Since 2013, CCC has been working with local community operators (Ecoturismo
Puñihuil) to update the recreational carrying capacity study conducted six years ago that
served as the foundation to adopt and implement the first regulations in the Chile for
coastal/marine fauna watching. The 2013 study collected information regarding the
quality of the marine based tourism as well as information to determine the carrying
capacity not only of boat based tours but for the entire Puñihuil-Pumillahue area to
received tourists, with the aim that tourist activities are compatible with the conservation
of the environment and ensure they are sustainable and are conducted with high quality
standards.

The results were presented to Puñihuil community and local authorities in February
2014 and although it showed a significant overall improvement in tourist services, quality
and facilities, it also highlighted an insufficient capacity of sanitary services and a
significant decrease over the past three years in the tourist perception regarding landscape
and biodiversity. These issues were discussed in depth during the presentation and
actions are being developed to guarantee the conservation of this unique natural area.
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Capacity Building in Northern Chile

In April 2014, CCC in association
with the University Central,
conducted a training workshop
related to cetaceans and whale
watching to more than 40 tourist
operators of Caleta Chanaral de
Aceituno, a small fishermen town
located in northern Chile were blue
whales are also sighted during
summer months. The workshop
was part of a broader project to
position Chanaral as a high quality
tourist destination in Chile.
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Save Mar Brava Campaign

In February 2014, we participated with other representatives of civil society
organizations, tourist operators, artisan fishermen, farmers and indigenous communities,
in a press conference with the congresswoman Jenny Alvarez and municipal councel from
Ancud Rodolfo Norambuena to launch the campaign “Salvemos Mar Brava” (Save Mar
Brava). During the press conference, the participants expressed its disapproval of the
participation process conducted under the Environmental Impact Assessment related to
the mega wind farm project and opposed to the magnitude and location of this project in a
highly sensitive area.
Later in June 2014, we attended a presentation of Salvemos Mar Brava to the
Environmental Commission of the Chilean Senate in order to raise awareness about the
negative impacts of the proposed wind farm project in northwestern Chiloe and raise their
support to generate guidelines for the development of renewable energies in Chile that
ensure the conservation of the natural patrimony.
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International Whaling Commission Scientific
Committee

Barbara Galletti, president of Centro de Conservacion Cetacea, participated as
delegate from the Government of Chile in the Scientific Committee meeting of the
International Whaling Commission held in May in Bled, Slovenia.
As part of her work, she presented two working papers related to blue whales and
the Alfaguara Project. One reported on the advances of the Southern Hemisphere Blue
Whale Catalogue (SHBWC) and the other on preliminary results of abundance estimates
of blue whales from mark-recapture techniques using data from 2004 to 2012 that should
be published in 2015. As a result the Scientific Committee of the IWC welcomed the
scientific value of the Alfaguara project for the understanding of the blue whale
population present in Chilean waters and looked forward for final results.
The SHBWC represents a collaborative effort that facilitates inter-regional
comparisons between blue whale researchers from Australia, Antarctica, South East
Pacific and Eastern Tropical Pacific, and the Committee noting the value of the SHBWC,
recommended its continuation.
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Financial Statement

This statement considers the financial period for the Alfaguara Project Field season,
January to April 2014.
A rate of exchange of 535 chilean pesos per US dollar is used for all conversions in
the current statement.

Expenses

Total US$

Incomes

Terrestrial/Maritime
Transport

9,596 Pacific Whale
Foundation

Meals/Accommodation

5,534

Communications

1,578 Global Grerngrants
Fund
2,486

Others
Subtotal operational
costs

19,193

Subtotal personnel

8,411

Total
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27,605 Total

Total US$
14,789

12,816

27,605
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